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Design and 
biotechnology: 
an exploration of the possibilities of 

objectifying living organisms 

Abstract In this paper I will look at current artistic trends, as well as recent developments in biotech

nology that in the future may transform living organisms into objects. The concept of technological 

progress as a part of a linear perception of history that may exceed its limits is analysed, and the need 

for re-evaluating the concept of progress is emphasised. The role of biotechnology in technological 

progress, as well as the potential of biotechnology to change our perception of progress by applying 

natural processes in most basic terms, is highlighted. The relationship between art and technology is 

examined and shows that in some cases art explores technological advances before they occur. The 

work and the views of body artists Stelarc and Orlan are discussed, as well as those of some other 

artists. Bioethics is introduced as a scholarly way to examine biotechnological development, and it's 

revealed that not much has been done in respect to issues that are not directly connected to humans. 

This area seems to be where design can come in and explore the prospects of living objects and their 

manipulation. The need for a closer relationship between design and biotechnology, in order to pro

duce a better future, concludes this paper. 

The specific role for designers is mediating between technology and culture, to add 
ethics and aesthetics to technology 
(Manzini, Factor 20, www 1993). 

The role of the designer dealing with emerging technologies is to identify the 

cultural shifts that will evolve alongside technology, and to direct the artefacts 

that technology generates to meet cultural needs, present and future. 

As a designer who is interested in biotechnology, I would like to identify 

the crucial ethical and cultural issues regarding the implementation of 

biotechnology generated products into mass culture. In this segment of my 

research the emphasis is on whether current artistic expressions can be seen as 

indicators to shifts in cultural perception, and if it so, what are the problems 

that can be identified and what can designers do about them? 

Firstly, we will consider the concept of progress, which seems to have lost 

its appeal in the last thirty years or so. The fear that technological progress has 

limits and humanity will reach the limit very soon is echoed in numerous 

publications. The concept of progress derives from a Christian perception of 

history as a linear process as opposed to other perceptions of human history 

as a cyclical or chaotic process. If we accept the notion that history is linear 

then we expect that our acts are derived from the past and will influence the 

future. 'Only the belief in history as a linear process can justify any optimism 

for the future.'(Allaby, 1995, page 44-45). However, this belief can lead us to 

expect an end for this linear process, a perception that is the basis of ecological 

movements that warn about a premature end to human history. Now, when 

the speed of technological progress exceeds the speed of social adaptation, 

many people are afraid that technological progress is getting out of control 

and may lead us to disastrous consequences. For some, the concept of progress 

is linked to what one perceives as a better future. Others claim that 

technological progress has exceeded the capability of the ecology to sustain it: 

In the last two hundred years we have pursued a model of development which has left 
no point on the globe untouched - but can we now honestly say anything about the 
future other than that it cannot be a continuation of the present, for the present is 

unsustainable? 
(Ryan, 1993, www, page 1). 

The concept of progress becomes more problematic as its price is slowly 

revealed. Progress can be seen as linked to the economic system. The kind of 

technological progress that we learned to accept is defiantly related to 
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capitalism. One can wonder if the solution for continuing to progress in a 

technological sense, in order that the following generations' life will become 

better than ours, is to do with re-evaluating the economic system, rather than 

to do with stopping progress, or derailing it from its current tracks. Those who 

oppose progress sometimes do so from the fear of the unknown or from the 

fear that the progress may harm their belief system. Biotechnology can be seen 

as one of the most problematic new technologies because it links technological 

progress with the core of living, and it affects the belief in the natural 

superiority of humans, and in an unnatural force that gives life. However, 

biotechnology can assist in creating a new model of sustainable progress by 

the integration of human technologies with the natural processes, in order to 

create sustainable ecology, hence, a better future. 

Development in biological research in the last fifty years has resulted in 

better understanding of the way biological systems work and how their 

mechanisms operate. The idea of having the knowledge for manipulating life 

in the most basic sense, the discovery of DNA and realisation that most DNA 

is compatible, ie. that a segment of DNA (gene) of one organism can be pasted 

into another organism and still retain its function, even in organisms as 

different as humans and E.coli bacteria, requires a deep rethinking of our 

relationship with nature. (Tudge, 1993). Using biological processes to produce 

products will also require rethinking of the processes of manufacturing and 

consumption. Manipulating DNA in order to change attributes of an organism 

is already becoming a practice in the pharmaceutical and agricultural 

industries. Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) are plants and animals 

with modified characteristics; These characteristics are 'engineered' by 
manipulation of the genetic code (DNA) of the organism, particularly by the 
placement of specially selected genes for the required traits into the host's DNA 

(BIOSIS, 1996, www). 
Any human intervention into the delicate balance of our environment can have jar 
reaching effects. Whilst genetically modified organisms have been designed for 
particular purposes, there is still a great deal that scientists have to learn about the 
consequences of introducing foreign organisms into natural ecosystems. Therefore, 
genetically modified organisms have to be carefully tested and monitored 
(BIOSIS, 1996 www). 

This knowledge gives us a new look at organisms as objects that can be 

engineered and designed. Yet, the prospect of genetically modified organisms 

is still unacceptable to a large portion of the population. Living organisms 

have been considered products by humans since humans developed the 

concept of ownership. Farm animals are perceived by the agriculture industry 

as products. However, it seems the general public still sees them as living 

creatures (Tudge, 1993) as long as they are in one piece, and not on the 

supermarket shelf. Biotechnological companies are exercising the 'rights' to 

patent transgenic animal and own genes (Longstaff, 1993). This illustrates to 

what degree the concept of organisms as objects of possession has developed. 

Tissue engineering, which is one of the recent fields in biotechnology, will 

enable scientists to grow complete organs in vitro conditions, using bio

materials and polymers as scaffolding for the tissue. (Lewis, 1995). The 

development in this field will determine the direction in which designers can 

combine living tissue and wo I man made structures. Those 'half living' 

products will blur the perception of what is alive, and most likely intensify the 

debate on the limits of human technology. 
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Simon Penny, who is an associate professor of art and robotics at Carnegie 

Mellon University, describes artists and innovators as being at the forefront of 

the drives to imitate nature (a process known as mimesis) and to simulate the 

qualities of being human (anthropomorphism) which are in the core of the 

Western culture. Penny gives the example of artificial intelligence: 'Although 
firmly grounded in computer science, the artificial-life project is remarkably 
reminiscent of certain artistic enterprises of the turn of the century' (Penny, 1995, 

page 172). Penny goes on and gives examples of these kind of artistic shifts in 

thought that finally brought about the current method of exploring artificial 

life. The relevant point is that technology and art are in some cases receptive 

to each other. The output will affect designers who produce technologically 

based mass consumer artefacts whether physical or virtual. 

Penny sees the relationship of nature, art, and technology combined in the 

most intimate way in genetic engineering: 

... genetic engineering presents another set of fresh mimetic possibilities by opening 
biological entities to human manipulation. In genetic engineering, it is difficult to 
distinguish between nature and representation, between raw material and finished 
construction .... the many subsequent transgenic innovations raise the possibility that 
gene splicing could become a valid artistic field, with awards for the most aesthetically 

pleasing transgenic forms! 
(Penny, 1995, page 172). 

The field of body art, in which artists use their own body as mean of artistic 

expression, is getting more recognition, and can be seen as closely related to 

biotechnologically generated art forms in the way the artists are using a 

modified organism (themself) as the means of expression. Two of the best 

examples of body art are Stelarc and Orlan, and their work will be discussed 

later. Another example for the growing awareness of the art world with 

biotechnology is the work of Melbourne artist Patricia Piccinini in which her 

recent exhibitions were set as product launches. The product is LUMP- Life 

form with Unevolved Mutant Properties. 'LUMP is the newest line of genetically 
superior, custom-built babies' (S. Chubart, 1996 page 33). Piccinni uses 3D 

computer-modelling softwares to visualise her products (LUMP) which look 

as cute as a toy monster. She highlights the fact that in the current economic 

reality, biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies reduce human lives to 

economic rationalism (S. Chubart, 1996). 

It seems that contemporary art has become more and more engaged in new 

ways of expressing nature. Stephen Todd (1996) in his article How Far Art Can 
Go? identifies a trend in contemporary art of the use of recently living organic 

matter, from dead animals to blood, as well as the use of the artist's body as a 

medium of expression. Last year's winner of the Turner Prize, Britain's most 

prestigious art award, was Damian Hirst. 'His 'Mother and Child divided' piece 
consists of a cow and its calf, sawn in half, floating in tanks of formaldehyde' (Todd, 

1996, page 60). This work, which seems to be there to shock, raised questions 

of death and nature. The fact that it won such a prestigious prize shows that 

Western society is engaged in redefining those subjects. 

Stelarc, an Australian based artist, can be seen as the ultimate mediator 

between technology and culture. His attempts to integrate man/woman 

(culture/nature) and machine (technology) gained him recognition world 

wide. The issues that his performances raise are deliberately exaggerated, and 

propose real problems that have to be discussed. 
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Stelarc's proposal for changing the course of development is to alienate nature 

even more, by changing humanity into a technology-based life form rather 

than a nature-based life form. In this way the need for sustaining nature as 

crucial to human existence is eliminated. 

... We've created the potential of life without humanity. The only evolutionary strategy 
I see is triggering an evolutionary dialectic, to incorporate technology into the body ... 
technology, symbiotically attached and implanted into the body creates a new 
evolutionary synthesis, creates a new human hybrid - the organic and synthetic 
coming together to create a new sort of evolutionary energy 
(Stelarc interviewed in www. Stelarc performance, 1996). 

Stelarc perceived the physical body as an object rather then a subject: 

The body is not an object of desire but an object for designing ... Our technologies 
clearly extended our bodies and our operation in the world. So taking that a step 
further, if we alter our physiology, we alter our philosophy 
(Stelarc in Zurbrugg, 1995, page 48). 

In this new philosophy the question of whether we have to worry about 

sustaining nature as we know it now, will not be relevant any more. For Stelarc 

this seems like natural progression: 

One has to remember that the very thing that's defined our humanity has been the 
production of artefacts, the manufacturing of instruments, the use of computers. What 
determined our humanity has been our technology ... So technology is intimately 
connected with what it means to be human' (Stelarc in Zurbrugg, 1995, page 47) and 
he finds more problems 'in our kind of carbon chemistry (natural based life OC.) than 
in our silicon-chip circuitry (technology based life OC.) 
(Stelarc in Zurbrugg, 1995, page 47). 

Stelarc's proposition for the future represents a continuation of the present in 

that it is technology that is the driving force of development, it's what makes 

us human and it is unstoppable. His views, that technology has passed human 

development, lead him to the solution of integrating technology directly to the 

human body in order to bridge the gap. 

Integrating artificial and living organic structures cannot be seen as 

exclusive to the human body; designers have to be ready for this prospect 

either to promote it and design artefacts that will make the transition 

smoother, or to discharge it and find other alternatives. 

Orlan, a contemporary French artist, is raising similar issues using the 

modification of her own body to prove the point that technology can distance 

ourselves from the body in such a way that we can modify it to suit changing 

values and styles. She made some outstanding statements about modern 

society and culture using her own body as a medium of expression. Since 1990 

she has had seven cosmetic surgeries, as part of The Ultimate Masterpiece: The 
Reincarnation of Saint Orlan. This work is designed to make her face into a 

collage of famous features. She writes : 

Religion and psychoanalysis ... say ... that one doesn't have to fight his body (go against 
what is natural); [this] is the primitive idea that we must accept ourselves [as we are]. 
It is a taboo to touch the body, to open the body and show the inside ... but [in an age] 
of genetic manipulation, this is a primitive look 
(Orlan in Dery, 1995, page 28). 
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In other words, Orlan claims that the time of this 'primitive' perception of the 

culture is over. It is time to redefine our relationship with what is natural, 

based on developments in technology, in particular in biotechnology. 

Recently Orlan appeared in a movie called "Synthetic Pleasures', which 

dealt with the synthetic nature created by humans. Orlan, as well as other 

interviewees in this movie 'voiced a concern with over indulgence with the 
transformative powers of technology' ('Synthetic Pleasures'/perspective www 

1996). They insist that they promote an awareness of the dangers that rapid 

change could present to society. Technology is a tool which can be used in 

either productive or distractive ways, and now is the time to start developing 

an ethical framework for our technological agenda. They stress that the public 

have to be aware of the dangers, otherwise government agencies and 

corporate powers will use them to control us rather than to liberate us 

('Synthetic Pleasures'/perspective www 1996). 

Bioethics is a scholarly field that tries to develop the ethical framework for 

the use of the knowledge of biological science: 

Bioethics is a broad term which incorporates an applied ethical inquiry into all 
situations where biology affects human affairs. These affairs may be medical, such as 
genetics or health care practice, or non medical, such as animal rights or ecology 
(Grodin, 1995, page 7). 

Although bioethics is supposed to deal with the whole spectrum of the 

implementation of biologically based teclmologies, it seems that most of the 

attention is directed to issues concerning the human condition. According to 

Grodin, the first time that bioethics' attention was drawn to global 

environmental concerns was in the 1980s as a result of the Green Movement in 

Europe. A search in the Australian National Library Catalogue revealed that 

out of 605 entries under the term of bioethics, less than 50 dealt with non

human issues, such as animal welfare and ecology. 

While it seems that artists around the globe are attending to those issues, 

very few designers, if any, are actively exploring the possibilities of designing 

biotechnologically generated products. While most of the attention of both 

bioethics and the arts is concerned with the implication of biological 

technology on humans, designers can explore the prospect of biotech

nologically generated objects. 

Modification of other organisms began with agriculture and the breeding of 

plants and animals. There is no apparent moral debate regarding breeding 

garden plants or farm animals and pets; that seems 'natural'. Therefore it 

seems that there is no need for much moral debate about modifying organisms 

using the tools and techniques of biotechnology. The debate has to be about 

the kind of uses for such living objects, and the extent of the risk-evaluating 

processes that have to take place. The ethical issues that seem to arise from 

these kinds of products such as the extent of human intervention with nature 

and the right of human to control and manipulate other living organisms, can 

be regarded simply as the harm that those kind of products may inflict on the 

delicate ecology. It seems that those kind of products cannot fit the current 

economic system because they require intense research and development and 

a lengthy process of evaluating risks (Ross, 1996). A long term successful 

implementation of those kind of products will have to be linked to the concept 
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of ecological sustainability. Biotechnology will introduce a new kind of human 

ecology, which will operate, more than any other technology, according to 

natural process. J. Broadbent, from the School of Design at the University of 

Technology, Sydney, states that 

The revolutionary nature of the concept of ecological sustainability lies in its reversal of 
a perceived human right over the last ten millennia, since the start of the agricultural 
revolution, to dominate nature ... The Biotechnic Revolution, therefore, requires the 
essentially seamless integration of human technologies with natural global processes 
(Broadbent, 1994, pages 2-3). 

That would be very hard to achieve with the current concept of ownership. 

Biotechnology will blur the borders between animate and inanimate, between 

what is natural and what is wo/man made. Designers will have to operate in 

this zone, designing products which are both, yet neither. Stelarc speaks about 

a new evolutionary energy that will be generated by the synthesis between 

teclmology and nature. The role of design will be to guide this evolution to 

some extent. The synthesis between nature and technology does not have to be 

as alienating as Stelarc's views, nor does it have to be superficial as Orlan's, 

neither can it remain as it is, for it will not sustain for long. The need for 

rethinking the relationship between technology, nature and culture is what 

these two artists stress. Some designers, like Victor Papanek (1995), Ezio 

Manzini (1993), and Nigel Whiteley (1993) warn us of the self destructive path 

that technological culture tends to create. J. Broadbent identified 'Guided 

Evolution' as an important area in which design has to play a major role in the 

next few decades (Broadbent, 1995). He is mainly concerned with the holistic 

view of ecology and the ways designers can guide the evolution of technology, 

economy, society and culture towards a more sustainable existence. The 

relationship between technology and nature is undergoing a major shift that 

can either reverse the current self-destructive path or accelerate it. 

Biotechnology can be seen as a new frontier to designers who are concerned 

with the unsustainable nature of current progression. Biotechnology has the 

ability to 'undo' some of the destructive consequences of progress. 

Biotechnology can offer an array of possibilities that synthesise technology 

and nature, some of them are definitely harmful, others can be seen as a 

solution to the biggest problems humanity faces. Any future development 

implementing biotechnology to mass culture will have to deal with the ethical 

issues that are discussed here. 
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